WOLFSON COLLEGE

Volunteers for Sub-Committees (2017)

DPC:

Day Nursery Sub-Committee (Chair: Jim Benson)

Details to be confirmed.

Catering Sub-Committee (Chair: Denis Galligan (2017))
Ex-Officio: Bursar, Conference Manager, Steward, Head Chef, Wine Steward.

Members:
Marcus Banks (GBF)
Michael Chappell (GBF)
Maysa Falah (GS)
Franziska Meinck (JRF)
Nicholas Michelarakis (GS)
Andrew Neil (EF ex officio as Wine Steward)
Matthew Naiman (GS)
Jessica Rahardjo (GS)
Diana Rodriguez Perez (JRF)
Lycourgos Sophoulis (GS)

Grounds Sub-Committee
Walter Sawyer (Chair)
Marcus Banks (GBF)
Geraint Jones (GBF)
Timothy King (MCR)
Donna Kurtz (EF)
Josue F Martinez Hardigree (JRF)
Stuart Meeson (MCR)
Alison McDonald (MCR)
Ken Burras (MCR)

Health & Safety Sub-Committee
Ex-Officio: Bursar (Chair)
Home Bursar
Accommodation Officer
HR Officer
Steward
Grounds Manager
Porters’ Team Co-ordinator
Commis Chef
**Wine Sub-Committee**

Ex-Officio:
- Wine Steward
- Bursar
- College Steward
- Head Chef

**Andrew Neil, Wine Steward (Chair)**
- Michael Chappell (GBF)
- James Crabbe (SF)
- Christopher Davis (GBF)
- Mike Esplen (MCR)
- Terence Furnival (MCR)
- Jim Kennedy (EF)
- Ivan Konoplev (SF)
- Benito Müller (SF)
- Matthew Naiman (GS)
- John Penney (EF)
- Josue F Martinez Hardingree (JRF)
- Ellen Rice (GBF)
- Will Stockland (MCR)
- Sabin Sulzer (GS)
- Bryan Sykes (GBF)
- Roger Tomlin (EF)

**IT**

**Richard Morin, (The Bursar, Chair)**
- Ellen Rice (GBF)
- Stephen Gower (IT Manager; Secretary)
- Phil Nixon (IT Team)
- Donna Kurtz (EF)
- Heather Kirk (IT Team)
- Michael Howe
- Chair of GM (or a delegate, General Meeting)
- Fiona Wilkes (Librarian)
- Liz Baird (Assistant Archivist)
- Chair of BarCo (or a delegate, BarCo)
- Joanna Ashbourn (MCR)
- Geraint Jones (GBF)
- Wojciech Piotrowicz (MCR)
- Moritz Riede (GF)
- M Greyson Christoforo (JRF)
SCC:

**Arts Sub-Committee**
Mark Norman (Chair)
John Barnard (HF) until end TT 2017
Marcus Banks (GBF)
Sonia Boue (MCR)
Tracy Fuzzard (MCR & Staff)
Barbara Harriss-White (EF)
Kat Isaac (GS)
Sue Kim (GS)
Heather Kirk (MCR & Staff)
Matthew Landrus (RF)
Maria Lidova (JRF)
Katherine Jang (GS)
Josue F Martinez Hardigree (JRF)
Gillies McKenna (GB)
Jan Scriven (MCR) (Secretary)
Ronnie Sonneborn (MCR)
Margaret O’Rorke (MCR)
Felix Tennie (JRF)
Roger Tomlin (EF)
Oliver Watson (EF)
David Zeitlyn (SF)

**BarCo**
Jennifer Dodsworth (Chair)
David Wang (Treasurer/Vice Chair)
Tim Dungate (Secretary)
Danielle Edwards (Beer Manager)
Nicholas Michelarakis (Rota Manager)
Wasim Akhtar (Social Secretary)
Pedro Antonino (IT Manager)
Florian Le Roux (Entertainment Manager)
Matthew McCartney (Senior Member)

**Family Society**
Michael & Charlotte Clark (Chair) wolfson.families@gmail.com
Dr Ivan Konoplev (SF)

**Music Society**
(Chair: TBA)
Erica Charters
Charles Crombie (MCR)
Barbara Harris-White (EF)
Jean-Louis Metzger (MCR)
Felix Tennie (JRF)
Douglas Abraham (EF)
Romulus
Chair: Martin Lohrer (GS)
Nora Chisari (JRF)
Nicholas Hall (CR)
Andrey Levitskiy (GS)

AMREF Group
Chair: Mark Pottle
Jennifer Dodsworth (Co Student AMREF Rep)
Bin Yu (Co Student AMREF Rep)
Charlotte Bennett
Lucie Cluver (GBF)
Tracy Fuzzard (staff & MCR)
Derek Leske (GS)
Christopher Lethbridge (MCR)
Reshma Ramracheya (RF)
Jan Scriven (Staff & MCR)
Niraj Welikala (MCR)